Literally working against the clock, the members of the College Union Board of Governors developed and approved a set of operational guidelines for the Board at their meeting last Thursday afternoon. The guidelines will be presented to Pres. Robert E. Kennedy for final approval.

Prior to the meeting Kennedy had informed Jeff Whitaker, chairman of the CUBG, that if the Board was unable to come up with a set of guidelines by the end of the meeting, he (Kennedy) had a set of guidelines he had drawn up himself which he would approve.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

SAC value judgement?

Editor,

There seems to be existing a paradoxical (and hypocritical) situation here at Cal Poly. I am referring to a recent decision by the Student Judiciary uphelding the status of the M.E.Ch.A. student group.

The paradox exists in the fact that this decision was labeled as having been made by a free and fair value judgement by both President Banke and Chief Justice Jones. M.E.Ch.A. may be absolutely mistaken, but since a value judgement is, in essence, an opinion, we are inclined to believe that this decision was also a statement of attitude toward E.O.P. and M.E.Ch.A.

When filling a set of bylaws which would be “acceptable” to the Associated Students, a part of M.E.Ch.A.’s philosophy was to improve the status of all Chicano people. One tool that M.E.Ch.A. considered very important in achieving this goal was higher education. This automatically implied that of the highest priority in M.E.Ch.A.’s program was a Chicano recruitment program.

The goal of this program was to gain admittance for Chicano students into any institution and to serve as a catalyst for the reformation of part of the educational program in California in order to provide relevance to the barrio. In other words, M.E.Ch.A.’s goal was to improve the status of all Chicano students not the status of M.E.Ch.A. One of the most important aids in achieving this goal has been the Educational Opportunity Program.

Now we reach another portion of the paradox. Last year an election was held that essentially admitted E.O.P. was of enough concern and importance to donate $6,000 of student funds. M.E.Ch.A. again mistakenly, constructed the turnout as a significant cross-sampling of concerned Cal Poly students. As such, M.E.Ch.A. also assumed that this sampling overwhelmingly indicated that E.O.P. was an “acceptable cause.” Indeed, a precedent here at Poly.

However, as indicated by Mr. Banke and Mr. Turkovich, this year’s student administration did not recognize this as a significant precedent. In addition, Mr. Banke indicated that the E.O.P. benefits only those students which are the unfortunate recipients of these funds. When the question of the Athletic Team Fund was brought up, M.E.Ch.A. was informed that football does benefit all the students of Poly, because “everyone goes to football games.”

Apparently this year’s administration, advertently or inadvertently, recognizes that education is a privilege and not a right, that a program of aiding the poor has its place in M.E.Ch.A.‘s philosophy, and that E.O.P. has no benefit to all the students of Cal Poly, or at least not as great a benefit as football.

The reason is obvious; E.O.P. puts no money into the coffers of a snow-white institution—football sure as a bell does.

Stephan Castellanos

Student choice in annexation

Editor:

At Any Party

FRE D! BE OUR GUEST
A FREE 7 0Z
ORANGE OR PINEAPPLE

220 Madonna Rd.
In Madonna Plaza

People's food supermarket and this coupon

At Cal Poly is the annexation proposal of our campus. The city of San Luis Obispo would like to include the students residing on campus as city residents (almost 3000 students.) Because of this increase in size of the city, a certain percentage of funds now going to the county will come to Poly.

There is concern that this increased size of the city, a certain percentage of funds now going to the county will come to Poly.

The city promises to construct a new stadium at Cal Poly, to design and build parks on the creeks running through the campus, and to erect new dorms for married and single students. In the first place, the city will not receive enough funds to accomplish half of this goal. Second, all of the money they receive will not go into Cal Poly projects.

If a new stadium is built by the city here at Cal Poly, it will be owned and controlled by the city. Other local schools will be allowed and scheduled to use it. The city will have to obtain permission from the county to use it. Also, the city cannot use campus land for any purpose since it is state-owned property. But all of the land bordering the campus will be eaten up by public use. The city cannot use campus land for any purpose since it is state-owned property.

The city will have to obtain permission from the county to use it. Also, the city cannot use campus land for any purpose since it is state-owned property. But all of the land bordering the campus will be eaten up by public use. The city cannot use campus land for any purpose since it is state-owned property.
Course calls for awareness

It calls for no required textbook. No midterm. No final examination. In fact, it stands as a slap in the face to the traditional structured approach to education. So, what is it?

It is an experimental course being offered for the first time this quarter entitled Awareness of Current Issues. The motivating forces behind it are student initiative and awareness. The purpose of the course is to interpret the human experience through interdisciplinary approaches to current social, economic, political and environmental problems.

The emphasis of the course is on student initiated problem solving. Rather than being handed an assignment, being told when it will be due and when it will be tested on the material, the student chooses a problem area that concerns him and works in that area with little or no faculty intervention.

"Students wanted this type of class to enable themselves to become involved in interests of their own," commented Dr. John Mott in a recent interview. Mott, Humanities adviser for the course, stated that the class evolves around "freedom of student directiveness."

Such issues as the Tenants' Association controversy, campus education policies, and the nature of pollution and what can be done about it are examples of problem areas which concern the students in the awareness course.

Film makers relay set

"Bailing the Z," the first International Super 8mm Film Makers Relay will begin Wednesday, Jan. 27. The 6-week relay is being sponsored by E-Lab architecture students. Anyone or any group may become an entering "studio." All films will be shown to the student body.

The First Relay will be held from Wednesday, Jan. 27 to Wednesday, Feb. 3. The topic will be "Story Board."

The Second Relay will be held from Wednesday, Feb. 3 to Wednesday, Feb. 10. The topic will be "Filming."

The Third Relay will be held from Wednesday, Feb. 10 to Wednesday, Feb. 17. The topic will be "Editing."

The Fourth Relay will be held from Wednesday, Feb. 17 to Wednesday, Feb. 24. "Sound" will be the topic.

Interested persons or groups should sign up and meet on Monday, Jan. 31 and on Wednesday, Jan. 27 at 10 a.m. at Z Lab, behind the Library. There is no charge.
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Poly Royal Queen

The search for the 1971 Poly Royal Queen is underway at this college. Larry Hopson of San Bernardino, student chairman of the queen's contest for Poly Royal, announced today the search for candidates for a pageant to be held in the Cal Poly Theater at 8 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 6. Five finalists will be chosen during the pageant. During the week of Feb. 18, Cal Poly students will elect the queen by ballot.
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Oakes and Co. annihilate UCLA

by Mark Cooley

The mark of a good team is not to die when behind. The UCLA wrestlers showed that class by coming on a slow start to defeat the UCLA Bruins last Friday night, 27-8.

Led by sophomores Frank Oakes, the Mustangs blotted the Bruins to win seven straight matches and draw the third. Oakes wasted little time in disposing of his opponent by pinning the Bruin in just 23 seconds of effort receiving a standing ovation from the home crowd.

It first appeared that the Mustangs were in for a long evening by dropping the first two matches and drawing the third.

Mustangs roll Sonoma

The Mustang basketball team, taking a week off from a hectic conference race, coasted to an easy victory over Sonoma State Saturday night.

The Mustangs, who lost to Fresno State Friday night, now have a 7-4 season record.

Law Jackson led a balanced attack with 14 points against Sonoma. Billy Jackson and Lannie Lonowda each added 13.

Continental AUTO BODY

“We straighten out your problems”

- INSURANCE WORK
- TIRELESS WORK
- CUSTOM PAINTING
- FREE ESTIMATES

Special Rates to Cal Poly Students

Mission Stationery
Kerox
Copy Service
770 Higuera. 844-8830

Keep up on current affairs the easy way

Read the Pulitzer Prize winning Christian Science Monitor. Barely more than 20 pages, this easy-to-read daily newspaper gives you a complete grasp of national and world affairs. Plus fashion, sports, business, and the arts. Read the only daily newspaper that 91% of Congress reads.

For sale: 20' VW new cloth, rough body, bus, mech. cond, last 1400.


500 HEAVY STEEL I BEAR TRAILER 15 ft. long. 1968.


FOR SALE: 1964 Buick Electra. 1800 cu. ft. 1964. $750.00.

Lost: 1969 mistake. 3 rooms of furniture. One room with private bath. Will return on demand.


For Sale:

304 Ford Mustang landau. Phone 844-2942 or 493-3443.

Lost: 1968 Ford Mustang. Phone 844-2942 or 493-3443.

Lost: 1968 Buick Electra. Phone 844-2942 or 493-3443.

20 SANDWICHES HEALTH FOOD

BEN FRANKLIN’S ELECTRIC HOUSE

341 Higuera St. 544-4948

Spread the word! Go…

MUSTANG CLASSIFIED

Announcements


Private Italian lessons by native Italian instructor. Reeseman's rates. 544-4872.

AQUARIAN SUN BUSTLE: A visual art and show by a member of 11 Preachers, 24 ft. long, 17 ft. wide, on loan, etc. Special rates for class displays and private parties. 544-4872.


To K.C.: Want the iron lamp so it may be. Same time each week. February-8.

Do something different this weekend: Learn to be a rebounder. Call Dick 544-3080.

Continental AUTO BODY

CUSTOM PAINTING
FREE ESTIMATES

“LEO” BARNHART
TELEPHONE 543-2929
365 HIGUERA STREET
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA

Automotive

For sale: 1969 VW new cloth. rough body, bus, mech. cond, last 1400.


FOR SALE: 1964 Buick Electra. 1800 cu. ft. 1964. $750.00.

Lost: 1969 mistake. 3 rooms of furniture. One room with private bath. Will return on demand.


For Sale:

1974 Ford Mustang landau. Phone 844-2942 or 493-3443.

Lost: 1969 mistake. 3 rooms of furniture. One room with private bath. Will return on demand.


For Sale:

304 Ford Mustang landau. Phone 844-2942 or 493-3443.